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Summary
Background: Smartphones are increasingly important for clinical decision support, but smartphone and Internet use are limited by cost or coverage in many settings. txt2MEDLINE provides access to published medical evidence by text messaging. Previous studies have evaluated this approach, but we found no comparisons with other tools in this format.

Objectives: To compare txt2MEDLINE with other databases for answering clinical queries by text messaging in low-resource settings.

Methods: Using varied formats, we searched txt2MEDLINE and five other search portals (askMEDLINE, Cochrane, DynaMed, PubMed PICO, and UpToDate) to develop optimal strategies for each. We then searched each database again with five benchmark queries, using the customized search-optimization formats. We truncated the results to less than 480 characters each to simulate delivering them to a maximum of three text messages. Clinicians with practice experience in low-resource areas scored the results on a 5-point Likert scale.

Results: Median scores and standard deviations from 17 reviewers were: txt2MEDLINE, 3.2±0.82 (control); askMEDLINE, 3.2±0.90 (p = 0.918); Cochrane, 3.8±0.58 (p = 0.073); DynaMed, 3.6±0.65 (p = 0.105); PubMed PICO, 3.6±0.82 (p = 0.005); and UpToDate, 4.0±0.52 (p = 0.002). Our sample size was sufficiently powered to find differences of 1.0 point.

Conclusions: Comparing several possible sources for texting-based clinical-decision-support information, our results did not demonstrate one-point differences in usefulness on a scale of 1 to 5. PubMed PICO and UpToDate were significantly better than txt2MEDLINE, but with relatively small improvements in Likert score (0.4 and 0.8, respectively). In a texting-only setting, txt2MEDLINE is comparable to simulated alternatives based on established reference sources.
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1. Background

Mobile phones will exceed the world’s population by the end of 2012 [1]. Smartphones are increasingly important for clinical decision support, but smartphone and Internet use are limited by cost or coverage in many settings [2, 3]. The US National Library of Medicine developed tx2MEDLINE precisely to fill that gap by providing access to high-quality medical evidence via text messaging, also known as short messaging service or SMS [4]. In developing countries and other low-resource areas, this communication channel has the great advantages of being widely available and relatively affordable.

While many clinical decision support tools have been developed and are in development, tx2MEDLINE is the only one to our knowledge that uses a text-messaging interface for searching PubMed MEDLINE. Like any information portal, the clinical relevance of the results can depend on many factors including the quality of the query [5]. Previous studies of tx2MEDLINE have also shown strengths and limitations specific to this approach [6, 7]. However, we found no comparisons of tx2MEDLINE with other tools for clinical decision support.

PubMed MEDLINE searches using desktop, laptop, or tablet computers allow convenient reading and navigation of search results from multiple web pages; however, the number of search results that can be retrieved via text messaging is limited. Furthermore, receiving several text messages, sometimes in the wrong order, may become unmanageable and difficult to comprehend. tx2MEDLINE was optimized so the number of text messages sent is minimized. In this study, we set the target number to three text messages to reduce the response times and messaging costs of the proposed solutions.

2. Objectives

Our objective was to compare tx2MEDLINE with other possible knowledge sources and potential alternatives for answering clinical queries by text messaging using the first citation or source retrieved. Our hypothesis was that optimal search strategies for MEDLINE would produce results that were as useful as those produced by optimal search strategies for other databases.

3. Methods

We compared tx2MEDLINE [8] to two PubMed search portals designed for smartphones: askMEDLINE [9] and PICO [10]; and to three online medical databases with comprehensive contents and well-structured formats, which supported parsing of results: Cochrane [11], DynaMed [12], and UpToDate [13]. We considered other online resources, including eMedicine, FamilyDoctor.org, Google Text, MedlinePlus, MedSocket, the National Guideline Clearinghouse, the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force website, WebMD, and online publications from the World Health Organization; but their formats did not fit the information delivery method selected for this study.

For each of the six selected search portals, we tried a wide variety of filters and formats to find which of these consistently returned results that were clinically meaningful. This led to a slightly different search strategy for each database to optimize the results from each resource, as shown in Figure 1. We tested the customized search-optimization strategies for each portal using four benchmark queries derived from recent PubMed searches and an additional query on ascariasis, the most world’s prevalent neglected tropical disease [15]; Figure 2.

In all cases, we truncated the results to less than 480 characters to simulate delivering them to a maximum of three text messages (160 characters maximum per message). We masked the sources and alternated the order of results to avoid bias. Seventeen clinicians with practice experience in low-resource areas (13 licensed physicians, one senior medical student with medical missions experience, and three nurses) scored the results from 1 (not useful) to 5 (very useful). We excluded any incomplete evaluation questionnaires.

Since the Likert-scale responses could not be assumed to be normal, we considered the median for each search portal rather than its mean, and looked for statistical significance with a non-paramet-
Because our primary hypothesis was that txt2MEDLINE was not significantly different to other methods, we considered a measure of clinical importance in addition to statistical significance. In order to make a non-inferiority claim, we ensured that our study was sufficiently powered to detect a clinically important difference. We are not aware of any consensus on what constitutes clinical importance for a Likert scale in this area. In the interests of simplicity and interpretability, we chose to test for an increase in median score of one point on a scale of 1 to 5. In order to estimate reliability, we calculated an intraclass correlation coefficient to measure the amount of correlation among the raters, treating them as a representative sample from a larger pool of potential raters [18, 19]. All statistical computations were performed using the R statistical software package [20].

4. Results

Table 1 and Figure 3 show the medians from the reviewers’ average scores (with 1 = not useful to 5 = very useful), and some of their statistical characteristics. PubMed PICO and UpToDate were significantly better than txt2MEDLINE, but with relatively small improvements in Likert score (0.4 and 0.8, respectively). The other methods were not significantly different from txt2MEDLINE, and our study was powered to detect a difference of 1.0 point between the scores if any existed (power = 96%). The estimated average intraclass correlation of the 17 raters across all queries and search portals was high (0.79, with a 95% confidence interval of 0.66 – 0.88).

5. Conclusions

The main aim of this study was to evaluate optimized search algorithms for txt2MEDLINE, the US National Library of Medicine’s texting-based search portal, in order to deliver the most informative and clinically useful content through the least number of text messages. Clinicians and researchers practicing in developing countries or remote settings with adequate wireless mobile networks, but with relatively meager health information technology resources and limited Internet connections, are the potential beneficiaries of this research. This is in concordance with the original purpose of the txt2MEDLINE portal [4]. However, since txt2MEDLINE and the other MEDLINE search portals return multiple results in chronological order (most recent first), more pertinent and clinically informative citations could be listed further down the list and missed. The algorithms were intended to present this information to the clinician.

We tested the hypothesis that optimized search results from txt2MEDLINE would not be less useful than the optimized search results from the best alternatives. Both UpToDate and PubMed PICO had significantly better average scores than txt2MEDLINE; PubMed PICO had an average improvement of 0.4 of a point, and UpToDate had an improvement of 0.8 of a point on the Likert scale compared to txt2MEDLINE. This improvement must also be balanced against the cost of subscription, although costs may be waived in some cases [21]. The other methods were not significantly different from txt2MEDLINE. All the differences were less than our predefined endpoint of 1.0 on a scale of 1 to 5, and due to the high level of power that we had to detect this difference, we have strong evidence to conclude that a difference of more than 1 point does not exist between these methods.

We assessed the reliability of the Likert scale using the intraclass correlation coefficient, but we are unable to comment on the validity of using a Likert scale to measure the relevance of search results. There is very limited literature concerning how to measure a qualitative assessment of medical search results, and no validated tools available. We chose the Likert scale because our clinicians were already familiar with it, it is relatively easy to interpret, and it allows for more nuanced ranking of the search results compared to a simple binary (yes/no) scale. A valuable avenue for future research would be to develop a validated and reliable tool for assessing query results in the clinical setting.

Our study was designed to elicit, from each of the tested search portals, the best possible query responses in the context of point-of-care decision support in low-resource clinical settings. Because many evidence-based medicine databases delivered via the Web are edited by subject in a textbook-like or encyclopedia-like format, we expected some of their results to be more treatment-focused and
useful in general clinical contexts. In many cases, that advantage may be offset by the lesser suitability of Web-based narrative text for summarization in the extremely limited format of text messaging. Our findings may indicate that the relative strengths and weaknesses of these alternative approaches are less significant than the quality of the search terms entered, which ultimately depends on the information-searching skills of the clinician using the search portal.

We requested feedback only from physicians and nurses with low-resource clinical experience in order to accurately determine the usefulness of the query results, which meant we sampled from a relatively small population. Nevertheless, our study had a high degree of power to detect difference between txt2MEDLINE and competing methods. In areas with limited Internet connectivity, txt2MEDLINE provides access to medical evidence that compares favorably with the best results that could be simulated using commercial alternatives.

Further study is needed with clinicians in remote and resource-poor locations. These studies may add support to the feasibility of improving clinical decision support via text messaging. Improving this technology could improve clinical information resources in the world’s most medically underserved communities.
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- **askMEDLINE**
  - append “effective treatment systematic review” to the query string
  - exclude results with “new” or “contemporary” in the title

- **Cochrane**
  - append “treatment” to the query string
  - exclude results with no abstract
  - search Library; if no results, search Summaries; if no results, search Reviews
  - summarize the abstract using the TBL* algorithm

- **DynaMed**
  - exclude results with no “Treatment” section
  - extract from beginning of “Treatment Overview” subsection if present,
    else extract from beginning of “Recommendations” subsection if present,
    else extract from beginning of “Treatment” section
  - remove parenthetical phrases
  - reformat tabbed or bullet-pointed lists as comma-separated lists
  - truncate at the last whole word before 480 characters

- **PICO**
  - append “uncomplicated effective treatment” to the query string
  - search for Publication Type = “Systematic Reviews”; if no results, search all
  - if no results, remove “uncomplicated” from the query string
  - summarize the abstract using the TBL* algorithm

- **txMEDLINE**
  - append “uncomplicated effective treatment” to the query string
  - if no results, remove “uncomplicated” from the query string
  - summarize the abstract using the TBL* algorithm

- **UpToDate**
  - append “management” to the query string
  - exclude results with no “Summary” or “Summary and Recommendations” section
  - extract all sentences containing “…we…recommend/suggest/advise…”
  - extract all whole sentences within the last 480 characters
  - remove parenthetical phrases
  - reformat tabbed or bullet-pointed lists as comma-separated lists
  - truncate at the last whole word before 480 characters

---

**Fig. 1** Search optimization strategies *TBL = ”The Bottom Line” computer generated summary [14]

"analgesics in acute abdominal pain for diagnosis of acute appendicitis"
"using warfarin in atrial fibrillation in patient over 75 years old"
"immediate antibiotics versus wait in acute otitis media"
"is intravenous immune globulin effective in Stevens-Johnson Syndrome in children"
"ascariasis"

**Fig. 2** Benchmark queries
Fig. 3 Median scores and confidence intervals
Table 1 Median scores, standard deviations, and significance measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search portal</th>
<th>Median score ± standard deviation</th>
<th>Wilcoxon p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>txt2MEDLINE</td>
<td>3.2 ± 0.82</td>
<td>[control]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>askMEDLINE</td>
<td>3.2 ±0.90</td>
<td>0.918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cochrane</td>
<td>3.8 ±0.58</td>
<td>0.073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DynaMed</td>
<td>3.6 ±0.65</td>
<td>0.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PubMed PICO</td>
<td>3.6 ±0.82</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| UpToDate          | 4.0 ±0.52                         | 0.002
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